A ͑5.1± 0.5͒ nm thick film of high oscillator strength J-aggregated dye critically couples to a single dielectric mirror, absorbing more than 97% of incident = 591 nm wavelength light, corresponding to an effective absorption coefficient of ͑6.9± 0.7͒ ϫ 10 6 cm −1 for (film thickness)/Ͻ1%. © 2006 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 230.5750, 310.1210. We report the linear optical properties of a critically coupled resonator (CCR), a thin-film structure that can absorb nearly all of the incident light of a given wavelength in a few-nanometer-thick absorbing film. The CCR, sketched in Fig. 1 , consists of a dielectric Bragg reflector (DBR) as the mirror, a ͑5.1± 0.5͒ nm thick film of organic material as the absorbing layer, and a spacer layer of transparent material that separates the mirror and absorber layer by the correct distance needed for critical coupling. When light of wavelength c = 591 nm is incident on the CCR of Fig.  1 from the absorber layer side of the device, the measured reflectance is R = 2% (Fig. 2) . In contrast, for the DBR with the spacer but without the absorbing layer, the reflectance at c = 591 nm exceeds 95%, showing the dramatic change due to critical coupling. A similar structure has been discussed in the context of microwave engineering to eliminate wave reflections from conducting surfaces.
We report the linear optical properties of a critically coupled resonator (CCR), a thin-film structure that can absorb nearly all of the incident light of a given wavelength in a few-nanometer-thick absorbing film. The CCR, sketched in Fig. 1 , consists of a dielectric Bragg reflector (DBR) as the mirror, a ͑5.1± 0.5͒ nm thick film of organic material as the absorbing layer, and a spacer layer of transparent material that separates the mirror and absorber layer by the correct distance needed for critical coupling. When light of wavelength c = 591 nm is incident on the CCR of Fig.  1 from the absorber layer side of the device, the measured reflectance is R = 2% (Fig. 2) . In contrast, for the DBR with the spacer but without the absorbing layer, the reflectance at c = 591 nm exceeds 95%, showing the dramatic change due to critical coupling. A similar structure has been discussed in the context of microwave engineering to eliminate wave reflections from conducting surfaces. 1 For the same CCR the transmittance at c is T = 1%. Consequently, 97% of the incident light is absorbed within the ͑5.1± 0.5͒ nm thick absorber layer, corresponding to a peak effective absorption coefficient of ␣ eff = ͑6.9± 0.7͒ ϫ 10 6 cm −1 . In the CCR of Fig. 1 , the absorbing thin film consists of layers of the cationic polyelectrolyte PDAC (poly diallyldimethylammonium chloride) and J aggregates of the anionic cyanine dye TDBC (
benzimidazolium hydroxide, inner salt, sodium salt), molecular structures shown in Fig. 1 . J aggregates are crystallites of dye in which the transition dipoles of the constituent molecules strongly couple to form a collective narrow-linewidth optical transition possessing oscillator strength derived from all the aggregated molecules. 2 Neat films of PDAC/ TDBC contain a high density of J-aggregated TDBC and therefore have the high peak absorption coefficient of ␣ = 1.0ϫ 10 6 cm −1 .
3
A wavelength-resolved T-matrix simulation 4 (Figs. 3 and 4) numerically confirms the experimentally observed critical coupling phenomenon. To simulate the CCR's reflectance, we first constructed T matrices corresponding to the PDAC/TDBC film and the DBR.
For the PDAC/TDBC film, with thickness d a = 5.1 nm, the real and imaginary components of the refractive index ͑n + j = ñ ͒ were obtained via a Kramers-Kronig regression of the neat film reflectance data, which as shown in Fig. 3 reproduces the neat film transmittance spectrum. 3 The DBR was modeled as consisting of 8.5 pairs of TiO 2 and Al 2 O 3 layers, with refractive indices of n = 2.39 and n = 1.62, respectively, with the layer thickness adjusted to satisfy the Bragg condition ͑d i = /4n i ͒ for = 565 nm. We combined these models with a model of the spacer layer with n s = 1.62 and thickness d s left as a free parameter. The simulation reproduces critical coupling at c = 591 nm (Fig. 4) for a spacer layer thickness d s = 90 nm and odd multiples thereof. When d s is set to a value greater or less than 90 nm, critical coupling does not occur at another wavelength.
Critical coupling occurs when (1) all of the incident optical power is transferred through the front face of the CCR absorber layer and (2) the Poynting vector in the dielectric layers is purely imaginary. Conse- quently, two boundary conditions must be simultaneously satisfied to achieve critical coupling: that is, the magnitude of the reflection coefficient from air to the absorber layer front face must be zero, and the magnitude of the reflection coefficient from the absorber layer back face to the dielectric spacer must be unity. The first condition is realized by impedance matching the CCR with air, and the second by mismatching the impedances across the absorber-spacer interface by a phase difference of ± / 2. The second boundary condition also dictates that the Poynting vector is purely real on the absorber layer side of the interface.
The critical coupling phenomenon observed for the 5.1 nm thick film of PDAC/TDBC spaced 90 nm from the DBR of Fig. 1 applies more generally to any thin film absorber layer of sufficient oscillator strength (i.e., ), providing d a and d s are set to the appropriate thicknesses. To demonstrate this, we constructed a generalized formalism of critical coupling for the CCR structure of Fig. 1 . To simplify the analysis, we assume that the mirror is a single layer of metal that is thick enough to neglect reflections from the mirror-substrate interface. The structure of Fig. 1 then reduces to four regions of different refractive index; 1, air; 2, the absorber layer; 3, the spacer layer; and, 4, the Ag mirror. These have three interfaces: 1-2, 2-3, and 3-4, with thicknesses for absorber and spacer layers, d a and d s , represented as L 2 and L 3 , respectively. The reflection coefficient, r, of the structure for normal-incidence light is given by where r ij = ͑ñ i − ñ j ͒ / ͑ñ i + ñ j ͒ and ␤ i =2ñ i / are the Fresnel coefficient for the interface ij and the wave vector for the ith layer, respectively. The percent reflectance, R, is given by R = ͉r͉ 2 . Critical coupling occurs when parameters are chosen such that R =0%, since no light is transmitted through the CCR. Figure 5 shows the absorber and spacer layer thicknesses that are needed to achieve critical coupling as a function of the absorber layer . The result is plotted for three different values of the real part of the absorber layer refractive index, n a ͑1.55, 1.75, 2.0͒, n s = 1.7 throughout, and the single mirror layer is assumed to be Ag, with complex refractive index 5 ñ = 0.259+ j3.887 at = 584 nm. The Looking beyond films of PDAC/TDBC and other J aggregates, we can envisage building CCR's with a variety of highly absorptive materials. Among nonepitaxially grown materials, CCR structures could be implemented with organic polymers that are used in biological assays and chemical sensors, with molecular materials used in photodetectors and xerographic photoresistors, and in the emerging uses of colloidally grown inorganic nanocrystal quantum dots (QDs), with the QD continuum states providing the necessary absorption. 6 If the absorbing films that satisfy the critical coupling conditions of Fig. 5 were deposited on glass ͑n = 1.48͒ as neat films, T-matrix simulation shows that at c they would absorb 32% of the incident light. The absorption gain from the CCR is therefore a factor of 3.1. Thus the CCR is essential for maximizing light absorption in a nanometer-scale thin-film singlemirror vertical geometry structure.
Finally, the CCR can be viewed as an integral part of recently demonstrated microcavity structures that exhibit strong coupling of light and matter in the form of exciton-polariton resonances, 7 wherein PDAC/TDBC films were placed at the antinode of the microcavity's optical field. Conceptually, these structures are a CCR plus a top mirror that is separated approximately / 4 away from the PDAC/TDBC absorber film of the CCR. Measurement of the polaritonic bandgap observed as a high reflectance band centered around the uncoupled exciton resonance follows naturally, since with the CCR in place there is no optical feedback from the bottom mirror to cause a resonant dip in reflectance in this wavelength band. Thus an understanding of the CCR phenomenon can also assist in the development of future devices that operate in the strong coupling regime.
